Making it Personal
1.

SERMON NOTES

What is your discipline of Bible reading/intake? Do you have a
dedicated time or place? Has this study encouraged you to
become more diligent in your Bible reading and understanding?

2. What do you believe God wants you to do this week as a result of
this study?

Next Week – Crossroads Series
Truth Is What I Say It Is
John 8:31-32; 18:37-38
Few topics can raise conflict and arguments like the subject of truth.
Is truth recognizable or is it simply a matter of what feels right for
me?
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The Bible is Written by Men
2 Timothy 3:16-17 / 2 Peter 1:19-21
Crossroads – Part 1
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Life Group Study Notes

3. What are the major lessons from these two passages concerning
the Bible?

Series Summary – Crossroads (6 Part Series)
Standing at a crossroads is the place that demands a decision. Do I go
left, or do I stay right? When it comes to matters of faith and belief,
there are questions that will force us to stand at a crossroad. Do I let
it destroy any belief in God or do I learn from it and grow a deeper
faith?

4. What 7 points were presented for “Why I Believe the Bible?”
1.

This Week’s Message – The Bible is Written by Men

2.

It is a common rebuttal for arguments claiming the authority of the
Bible. Though the rebuttal is partially true, it doesn’t tell the whole
story.

3.

Study – Discovering What the Bible Says

4.

1.

Was is your greatest difficulty with the Bible?

2. The Bible can be easily:
1.

5.

6.

7.

2.
3.
4.

Read 2 Timothy 3:10-17 and 2 Peter 1:16-21

5. Are there any other comments or lessons from the message or
subject you would like to discuss?

